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A ROUGH START FOR THE NEW YEAR
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The first quarter of 2001 may (we can hope) go down in
history as one of the worst for the US stock market.  Only
the final quarter of 1987, which included the giant, one-day
crash, produced a worse result for the broad market in the
past 100 years.  The quarter ended a twelve-month period
that witnessed a "bear market" in all key indexes (declines
of 20% or more from market highs).  That is not unusual,
however, as we show in the graph on pull-out page A; it just
hasn't been part of most people's investing experience for
quite a long time.

Still, there is no recession.  The final quarter of 2000 saw
modest positive economic growth and the first quarter looks
to produce a similar result.  Consumer confidence, after a
dip, picked-up in February; unemployment remains very
low; and continuing low inflation gives the Fed lots of room
for further interest rate reduction.  So why such a dramatic
decline in equity values?  Part of the answer, we believe, is
in the nature of the measuring stakes.  Virtually all market
indexes are "capitalization weighted", meaning that very big
companies dominate the movement of the index.  As those
indexes soared on the big price improvements of a
relatively few, giant companies in the late nineties, so too
they can collapse on the re-valuations of those same
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giants.  Even a small dose of bad news can have a dramatic
downward impact, especially in an environment where
many investors had become addicted to a steady diet of
stock price advances.  As we have consistently observed in
these Commentaries , the picture was distorted in the
euphoric growth period.  Its reversal is distorted as well.

Nevertheless, there is and has been important reality
underlying these, albeit exaggerated, movements.  The US
economy improved dramatically during the past two
decades, with substantial growth in corporate earnings,
great innovation, real growth in productivity, and a reduced
inflation, interest rate, and regulatory environment.  With the
important exception of Japan since 1989, the same has
been true virtually everywhere overseas.  Stock prices
responded accordingly…but by too much.  Now, in reverse,
recent earnings disappointments and (usually quite small)
lay-off announcements in the established, old economy
confirmed and broadened the bull market exhaustion
demonstrated in the rapid re-adjustments in share values
already at work in the technology sector.  

The stock market news is not all bad.  "Value"-oriented
investment approaches were modestly positive for the
quarter and small cap stocks, while generally showing
losses, performed better than large again this quarter.
Emerging markets exposure also helped.  Even with an
anomalous and probably unsustainable resurgence of the
dollar this quarter, these holdings suffered smaller declines
than the broad US market.  The value emphasis and broad
asset class and geographical diversification of our clients'
portfolios were able to offer some consolation.

Is the Worst Over?

We wish we could say.  In the short term, there is reason to
be optimistic.  The Federal Reserve probably has another
interest rate reduction or two in store and, at this point,
every company has had at least one opportunity to confess
disappointing earnings.  Congress and the White House
seem to be prepared to unite around some kind of tax
reduction, effective this year.  The Republican
administration is of course eager to take credit for a quick
recovery and Democrats may have no good political choice
but to cooperate as still large surpluses continue to reduce
the national debt.  Regardless of the political outcome,
either downward pressure on interest rates because of debt
reduction or increased free cash due to tax relief - or both -
these factors should foster strength in the economy and in
the equity markets.  In any event, weak markets don't last
forever.  As we show in the graph on pull-out page A, the
current downturn, at a little over a year, is already pretty old.

In our view, the probabilities now weigh in favor of recovery
rather than further decline.  Consequently, we urge clients to
avoid the temptation to retreat now from the long-term
strategies already in place.  A recent USAA study illustrates
the dangers of being out of the market.  The S&P 500's

compound annual rate for the 10 years ending 12/31/2000
was 17.45%.  Missing merely the 10 best days in that period
reduced that return by more than a quarter, to 12.8%.  If
anything, with much better valuations than last year at this
time, this could be a good time for opportunistic investors to
add to aggressive segments of their portfolios.

Lower Returns Ahead?

This is emphatically not to say that we expect a return to an
extended era of 20%+ annual returns.  Most highly
respected current research in the field suggests that we
may be in for a long period of far lower absolute returns.  We
are carefully studying this issue and will report extensively
on our conclusions and take any change in our market
performance expectations into account in our work with
clients.  The consequences, in any event, are likely to be
subtle.  We already use conservative return estimates in
establishing the expected results of clients' investment
plans.  Most importantly, we are confident that the expected
fundamental relationships underlying long term portfolio
optimization will not change.  Equities will have higher
returns than fixed income, small cap stocks will do better
than large, adding overseas stocks will reduce risk and, with
developing economies represented, will add return.  So, a
lowering, if any, of the general level of all equity asset class
returns may not significantly change the optimal
combination of those components within a portfolio.  One
can even anticipate that lower levels of expected returns
might encourage clients to accept more risk in order to
achieve higher returns in fact.  For now at least we aren't
convinced that that will be necessary.

Tim Kochis, Editor

A CONTINUING CASE FOR OVERSEAS INVESTMENT

After several years of strong growth, stock markets world-
wide fell abruptly over the last year, victims, to some extent,
of the same bursting bubble that ended the decade-long bull
market in the US.  Owners of diversified global equity
portfolios, while faring far better than those who made
concentrated bets on technology, did not entirely escape the
pain wrought by the markets' decline.  Recently, the pain
has been especially acute overseas, where US investors
have been hit by the double whammy of falling overseas
stock prices and a strong dollar.  Noticing that exposure to
overseas markets was not providing much shelter from the
market storm in the US, some commentators have called
into question the fundamental rationale for making any
meaningful commitment to international equities.  We have
carefully examined these criticisms.  History - combined
with a healthy dose of common sense - ultimately leads us
back to the conclusion that overseas equities continue to be
an important part of a properly structured investment
portfolio.



Most of the argument for reducing or eliminating foreign
stock exposure rests on only one factor - a recent spike in
correlation between international and US equity markets.
(See the sidebar for an explanation of correlation, and its
importance in building investment portfolios.)  Critics of
overseas diversification make the quite valid point that
global economies are becoming more aligned as barriers to
trade and capital flows fall, as more companies adopt US-
style management techniques, and as more countries
adopt the euro or "peg" their currencies to the dollar.  As a
consequence, we do expect that the diversification benefit
derived from international investing will decline over time;
however, this does not imply that a wholesale
abandonment of international equities is appropriate.  Here
are several key reasons why:

While the diversification benefit from investing overseas
will probably slowly erode over the next several decades,
we are confident that the recent sharp spike in correlation
between US and overseas markets is temporary.  The red
and pink lines on the chart on pull-out page B show that
correlations between US and overseas equity markets
(developed and emerging) have fluctuated from being
relatively high (early and late 1980s, late 1990s) to
relatively low (early and mid-1990s, for example).  The
most recent increase in correlation started in 1995, around
the time that the global speculative bubble in technology
stocks began to develop.  Now that the bubble has
(infamously) burst and more rational market forces have
resurfaced, we are reasonably confident that correlations
will decline some from their recent high levels.  

There is no denying that the last two decades’ experience,
nevertheless point toward a general upward trend in
correlations over time as markets and economies gradually
align.  Does this mean that overseas stocks should play
only a small role in your portfolio?  Now the critique of
overseas investment gets a little more complicated since it
implies using something else to achieve the missing
diversification benefit.  Critics often omit a factor even more
important than correlation: investment return!  They point
out (generally, correctly) that investors can get a larger
diversification benefit from investing in domestic bonds.
This is illustrated by the blue line on the chart which clearly
shows that bonds are generally (but not always) less
correlated than overseas stocks with US equities.
However, they gloss over the extremely important point that
bonds' long-term expected returns are far lower than the
returns on overseas equities.  In fact, the expected long-
term return on overseas equities is generally pegged at
approximately 1% higher than the return for domestic large
stocks because of better relative long-term growth
prospects and because of greater levels of short-term risk.
Overseas commitments that include small companies and
emerging markets have even higher expected returns.  

Adding international equities to your portfolio provides the
opportunity for higher returns and less risk than a purely
domestic equity portfolio.  Substituting bonds for an

overseas equity allocation will likely achieve even less risk
but at a sacrifice of expected returns, possibly jeopardizing
achievement of one's long-term financial goals.  

As comprehensive wealth managers, we are more
concerned with helping clients achieve rates of return that
are sufficiently high to help meet long-term goals than we
are about the bumps in the road along the way.  We don't
think the bumps are unimportant; investors have to live with
day-to-day portfolio fluctuations.  But over time, those
bumps are smoothed over, and risk tolerant investors can
expect to be rewarded handsomely for driving over them.

Perhaps an even more compelling reason to remain a
committed global investor can be found by looking at the
portfolios of the international funds you own.  Many of the
world's leading companies are located overseas (think
Nokia, Sony, Daimler Chrysler, Royal Dutch/Shell, etc.).  As
overseas companies continue to compete with and
overtake (and in some cases, actually take over) their US
counterparts, a larger number of the world's "blue chip"
firms will be headquartered outside the US.  We feel
strongly that as a participant in the 21st century global
economy, you need to own companies like these.

Greg Schick

CURRENCY CONFUSION

The euro began its life as a major currency in January
1999.  At that time, most currency prognosticators
expected the euro to appreciate in value because its
introduction would eliminate inefficiencies, accelerate
European economic integration, and thus spur European
economic growth.  The euro would receive an added boost
as large holders of dollars and yen would sell those
currencies and buy euros to diversify their portfolios of
reserve currencies.  So what happened?  The euro
promptly shed 16% of its value versus the greenback in
1999, and fell a further 18% through the third quarter of
2000 before rebounding somewhat.  Today the euro
remains approximately 23% below its initial value versus
the dollar.
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Correlation measures the degree to which
investments move in sync with each other.  A
correlation of 1 means that investments move in
perfect lockstep, and a correlation of -1 indicates
investments that move exactly opposite each other.
Zero correlation indicates no relationship between
investment returns.  Investors can reduce the
volatility of their investment portfolio by including a
variety of assets that are not perfectly correlated with
each other.  Said in reverse, if all assets were
perfectly correlated, there would be no reason to
diversify; any one asset would give you all the risk
there was to have, with no way to reduce it.
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Throughout most of last year, and especially at the start of
this year, the currency experts were predicting a decline in
the value of the almighty dollar.  Slowing US growth, a sick
stock market, falling interest rates, and the largest trade
deficit in the history of the world would slow demand for
dollars and realign currency values with economic
fundamentals.  So what happened?  The dollar defied the
experts and appreciated further against both the euro and
the yen.  

The paradox of a strong dollar and weakening US
economic fundamentals and financial markets violates all
conventional economic theory, perplexing currency
forecasters and your investment managers at Kochis Fitz.
It's interesting to watch the experts straining to come up
with explanations for why the rest of the world keeps buying
more dollars than we sell.  A small sampling of these
rationales is indicative of the many directions the analysts
can take.

I'd like to swap my problems (think Japan) for your
problems (US).  Japan is in a world of hurt and many
economists think the solution to its economic ills
involves printing lots more yen.  So it's not too
surprising that the dollar has risen versus the yen,
and relative to the euro, the buck should hold up
pretty well versus the yen.

The US is the place to be because we deal with our
problems quickly.  Our commitment to "creative
destruction " whereby bad firms, bad loans, and bad
investments are rapidly closed down or written-off
helps ensure a faster economic recovery, and
makes the US an attractive place to invest. 

The US is the place to be because our commitment
to tax cuts, deregulation, and energy exploration
promotes faster economic growth.  Very enthusiastic
holders of this view think that drilling in the Alaskan
wilderness indirectly supports the dollar by
convincing foreigners that we won’t have significant
long-term energy problems.

The euro isn't real yet.  This is a fun one.
Remember that the euro won't become a tangible
currency for Europeans until January 2002 when the
French, Germans and Italians have to exchange
their francs, marks, and lira for euros.  There was
speculation in the NY Times that elements of
organized crime are rushing to exchange piles of ill-
gotten gains, now held in actual notes of European
currencies, into dollars now to avoid uncomfortable
exchanges next January.  Organized crime in
Europe may be helping the dollar!

In our view, what the above explanations and the currency
forecasters recent history best illustrates is the incredible
difficulty of forecasting short-term currency movements.
Standish, Ayer & Wood, Inc., a respected investment firm,
recently avoided any currency forecast in a report on

Prospective Returns on Financial Assets.  The firm wrote,
"Currencies are very difficult if not impossible to forecast".

That said, we do think that underlying economic
fundamentals matter, and that those fundamentals heavily
influence long-term economic relationships.  Right now, we
agree with the vast majority of currency analysts that those
fundamentals point to an eventual decline in the value of
the dollar, and with that, a relative advantage for US
investors with commitments overseas.  Just don't ask us to
tell you when.

Tom Tracy

KEEP YOUR CHIN UP

It's been a while since we've experienced a bear market, so
you could easily be surprised by the magnitude of the
market's decline over the past twelve months.  In particular,
we extend our sympathies to those (not many among our
clients) who subscribed to the "it's different this time"
school of thought.  They must be reeling from the double
whammy of the NASDAQ's 60%+ decline and the
reassertion of the business cycle - two things that some
believed weren't supposed to happen anymore.  That
degree of optimism, it's now clear, was naïve.  Many are
now convinced that the US economy is heading into a long
and deep recession…and that the equities markets are
doomed for a long time to come.  That degree of pessimism
is similarly in error.  

We'll state our case right up front - this market correction is
not a big deal for disciplined long-term investors in
diversified portfolios.  On the other hand, it may be a very
big deal for investors who lack one or more of the modifiers
in the previous sentence.  For almost all of our clients, while
the losses over the past twelve months have not been
pleasant, they have been well within the range of expected
short-term results.  And, from where we are today, the odds
are in favor of positive, if perhaps unspectacular, returns
going forward.

There's a saying that bear markets are when stocks return
to their rightful owners.  It's our job, in times like these, to
help our clients maintain their grip on the equities that are
rightfully theirs.  Those equities continue to be the ticket to
the accomplishment of your financial goals.

Take a look at the graph on page A of the pull-out.  Although
we love this graph of the ups and downs of the Dow Jones
Industrial Average over the last 50 years, we'd much prefer
to show you one of the S & P 500.  Alas, Crandall Pierce &
Co., which provides the graph, doesn't make one, so we'll
tell our story with this one (we also have similar graphs--
and interpretations--for small company stocks and
developed overseas stocks).

Look at the relative magnitude of the bull (the upward
pointed lines) and bear (downward pointed lines) market

•

•

•

•



returns.  Even without reference to the scales, you can see
that holding equities through thick and thin has been a very
rewarding strategy.  That's not surprising when you recall
that equities represent ownership in a productive, growing
economy.  Anyone with confidence in the economic vitality
of the human race should expect such results from a
diversified portfolio over any reasonably long time horizon.

The fourteen bear markets of the last 50 years have been
relatively brief (about 12 months, on average), though they
can seem interminable when you're in the midst of one.
You might also notice how jagged both sets of lines are.
Pity the market timer who needs to guess when it's time to
leave the party after a good run, or when it's safe to jump
back into the market after a downturn!

Bear markets happen.  Then they end, and stock prices go
up.  Overall market returns, net of bear market declines,
are strongly positive.  So don't despair when markets
correct.  And for heaven's sake, don't make matters worse
by abandoning your long-term strategy.  Instead, remember
that risk and reward are correlated and that the occasional
market correction, sometimes pretty big, is part of the deal.  

Michael Fitzhugh and Jane Zaloudek

FUND WATCH

Domestic Large Cap Indexes 
While the S&P 500 index dropped a disappointing 11.9% in
the first quarter, we were able to catch a glimmer of a silver
lining in this passing cloud by selling client's S&P 500 index
holdings in order to recognize the loss for tax purposes.  

Taking tax losses can be a tricky task because the “wash
sale” rules suspend the loss for tax purposes if an investor
buys the security within 30 days (before or after) selling it
at a loss.  As a result, we generally aren't so anxious to take
losses before the end of the year since it would mean being
shut out of a fund we really like for more than 30 days.  As
clients noticed last quarter, at the end of 2000, we are much
more eager to take losses at year-end when we can also

strategize around mutual fund distributions and get a
bigger bang for the sale (i.e. sell the position right before
the dividend distribution in order to get a tax benefit for the
loss, while also avoiding a taxable distribution).  

Fortunately, we can purchase the S&P 500 index in a
variety of forms…there are two exchange traded funds
(ETFs) that we like and have recently begun using in client
portfolios: State Street Bank's Spider's and Barclay's i-
Shares, as well as traditional S&P 500 index mutual funds.
Because Spiders and i-Shares are not the same
investment for wash sale rules and, further, since ETFs are
a subtly different investment vehicle than index funds, we
have a lot of flexibility in working around the 30 day rule.
Accordingly, we've been able to take losses in client's
accounts by simply selling out of one index form and
immediately buying another with the proceeds.  As a result,
clients realize a tax benefit without having to sit on the
sidelines for 30 days and risk losing out on an upturn during
that period.

We've been harvesting S&P 500 tax losses on a client-by-
client basis, after considering the amount of the loss, and
the modest round trip transaction costs.  We plan to
continue these efforts on an ongoing basis, as long as
losses are present.

TMISAs

We've also been looking into tax managed index separate
accounts (TMISAs) as a way to take advantage of price
fluctuations within the S&P 500 index.  TMISAs are built
around the opportunities created by actively managing the
volatility of the individual securities within the index. This is
procedurally very unlike owning the S&P 500 index itself:  a
passive portfolio designed to mimic the return of the S&P
500 Index by holding all 500 stocks in the index.  TMISAs
attempt to track the index with at most 200 out of the 500
stocks, while taking advantage of tax losses in individual
securities along the way. 

Here's how TMISAs work:  a separate account manager,
hired by KF, purchases a representative sample of
individual securities from the S&P 500 Index stock
universe.  The stock selection process is based on complex
analytical modeling that takes into consideration risk, return
and correlation factors, as well as the client's tolerable
“tracking error” (determined with KF's assistance) and can
be developed to offset the risk characteristics of other stock
positions held by the client.  In the short run, some of the
securities will increase in value, while others will decline.
The manager sells the loss positions to realize the tax
benefit, and uses the sale proceeds to purchase other
securities; the replacement securities are selected to fit
with the existing, already appreciated securities in a
manner that allows the entire portfolio to stay within the
predetermined tracking error range.  From time to time,
when an appropriate level of tax losses are available to
offset gains, the manager will opportunistically sell some of
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TO OUR CLIENTS:

As you know, Kochis Fitz Tracy Fitzhugh & Gott,
Incorporated is registered with the Securities and
Exchange Commission as an investment advisor.
Form ADV is the primary disclosure document which
the SEC requires an investment advisor to make
available to its clients.  We are happy to provide to
you, upon request and without charge, a copy of Part
II of our most recently amended Form ADV.  To
receive a copy, please call our Receptionist at 
(415) 394-6670.
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the appreciated positions to stay inline with the tracking
error.  

All of the TMISA activity takes place in a separate account
that is established for each client.  Accordingly, individual
client preferences, such as prohibiting a specific stock from
entering the portfolio or, as mentioned before, offsetting
other existing stock positions in the portfolio, can be
considered in the modeling process.

Although TMISAs do offer valuable tax benefits, the
separate management comes with a cost that is greater
than S&P 500 index products such as mutual funds and
ETFs.  In some cases, this would be worthwhile; in others,
not.  We are convinced that TMISAs will provide a greater
after tax net return than other S&P formats for those clients
who hold large concentrations in a single security, which
they cannot easily diversify (i.e. because of employment
situations or an unacceptably large tax liability, etc.) and for
clients with pre-existing, highly appreciated, but not broadly
diversified, domestic large cap portfolios.  In these cases,
building a TMISA portfolio around these positions is a great
way to diversify the risk inherent in holding one or a few
stocks while deferring the tax liability.  TMISAs are also
attractive for clients with large allocations (generally more
than $1 million) of new money ready to be deployed in the
domestic large cap arena.

Merger Fund

For clients with an allocation to fixed income and a time
horizon of three to five years, we recently began to
purchase the Merger fund to supplement more traditional
fixed income funds.  We are able to provide access to this
fund (closed to retail investors) at institutional operating
cost rates.  As the name implies, Merger fund invests in
companies that are the object of publicly announced
acquisitions, with the objective of capturing the change in
companies' stock price between the merger announcement
and the date the deal closes.  The fund also occasionally
short sells the stock of the acquiring company, as the
stocks of acquirers often decline during the merger
process.  The result of this strategy is an expected return
that is a good deal higher than most fixed income
alternatives (the fund's 3-, 5- and 8-year pre-tax returns are
13.4%, 11.7% and 12.4%, respectively, as of 3/31/01) with
volatility comparable to an intermediate-term bond fund. 

Incidentally, the managers of Merger Fund also manage a
more complex version of this strategy for a portion of our
classic hedge fund, Kochis Global.

Developed Overseas

Our three overseas large cap fund selections - Janus
Overseas, Deutsche International Equity and Artisan
International - exhibited a discouragingly high degree of
correlation during the last year.  The managers have, in the
past, exhibited differences in style that we expected would
result in greater diversification during a severe down

market.  In fact, all three declined in tandem over the last
twelve months.  We are investigating the reason behind
this result to determine whether any of the managers have
made changes to their investment discipline.

One potential outcome of this research is that, consistent
with our “growth/”value” balance domestically, we may
replace one or more of the current three funds - which all
pursue a growth style - with a value-oriented fund.  As
occurred in US markets, “old economy” (i.e., "value")
companies in overseas markets significantly outperformed
growth companies last year.  We are researching several
value-oriented funds to determine whether we think these
managers can offer a durable diversification benefit in client
portfolios, or whether last year's relative outperformance
was an aberration brought on by the collapse of the
technology bubble, worldwide.

We will report our findings in next quarter's Commentary.

Emerging Markets Implementation

During the first quarter of 2001 we completed the transition
from Templeton Developing Markets and Pilgrim Emerging
Markets to T. Rowe Price Emerging Markets and
Oppenheimer Developing Markets.  You can find a detailed
description of the two new funds in last quarter's
Commentary.

A New DFA Fund

Dimensional Fund Advisors is a family of mutual funds
famous for its strict approach to size and value factors in
stock selection. It is already familiar to our clients who may
be invested in one or all of four large and small cap DFA
value funds. DFA has recently launched yet another value
exposure that may be a superior choice to serve as one of
the three small cap value funds we routinely use now in
clients’ taxable accounts. We are thoroughly evaluating
this new opportunity.

Kochis Global

Our hedge fund of funds, Kochis Global Diversified
Investors, L.P., has not yet accumulated final quarterly
performance figures from all of the funds’ sub-managers.
As of this writing, however, preliminary reports indicate that
the fund will have a small positive return for the first quarter
of 2001. We are of course pleased by the classic hedging
impact the fund is producing during these difficult
times...precisely as it was designed to do.

Brett Gookin, Sandi Bragar, 

and Greg Schick

- - -

See page 8 for a discussion of our policies regarding
privacy of client information.
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QUARTERLY RESULTS: 1st QUARTER 2001
3 Years

1st Quarter 12 Months Annualized
2001 to 3/31/01 to 3/31/01

CLASSIC HEDGE
* Kochis Global Diversified Investors, L.P. 1.2% 10.2% 4.4%
LARGE CAP: Domestic
Index Benchmark Index: S&P 500

Benchmark Fund: Vanguard Index 500 -11.9% -21.6% 3.1%
iShares -11.9% N/A N/A

* Schwab 500 -11.9% -21.7% 2.9%
* Schwab 1000 -12.5% -22.4% 2.9%

SPDR -11.8% -21.7% 2.9%

Value Style Benchmark Index: S&P 500/BARRA Value
Benchmark Fund: Vanguard Value Index Fund -6.6% -1.1% 4.7%

Berkshire Hathaway -7.8% 14.4% -0.9%
* DFA Large Cap Value 1.6% 16.0% 4.2%
* DFA Tax Managed Marketwide Value 2.7% 16.3% N/A

Artisan International -12.8% -33.7% 15.8%
* Deutsche International Equity -13.3% -30.7% -1.9%
* Janus Overseas [Closed] -17.0% -41.0% 8.3%

Growth Style Benchmark Index: S&P Small Cap 600/BARRA Growth
Benchmark Fund: Vanguard Small Cap Growth Index Fund -13.0% -19.1% -1.2%

* Brazos/JMIC Small Cap Growth -17.3% -17.9% 5.4%
Navellier Aggressive Growth -22.5% -22.8% 6.1%

Benchmark Index: MSCI Small Cap Emerging Markets
Benchmark Fund: DFA International Small Company Portfolio -5.2% -13.7% -0.5%

* Liberty Acorn International -12.3% -37.4% 7.1%

* PREFERENTIAL ACCESS THROUGH KOCHIS FITZ Sources: Wall Street Journal, SSgA, Barclays Global Investors

SMALL CAP: Domestic

SMALL CAP: Developed Overseas

Value Style Benchmark Index: S&P Small Cap 600/BARRA Value
Benchmark Fund: Vanguard Small Cap Value Index Fund -0.8% 17.3% 1.7%

* AXA Rosenberg US Small Cap -2.4% -1.3% 1.0%
* DFA Tax Managed 5-10 Value 4.2% 9.0% N/A
* DFA US 6-10 Value 5.5% 5.8% 2.9%
* Longleaf Partners Small-Cap [Closed] 0.4% 19.1% 5.7%

LARGE CAP: Developed Overseas
Benchmark Index: MSCI EAFE
Benchmark Fund: Vanguard Total International Stock Fund -13.3% -26.7% -1.1%

EMERGING MARKETS

Benchmark Index: MSCI Select Emerging Markets Free
Benchmark Fund: Vanguard Emerging Markets Index Fund -8.6% -32.2% -6.3%

* Oppenheimer Developing Markets -3.3% -21.7% 6.8%
* SSgA Emerging Markets -4.2% -33.8% -5.8%

T. Rowe Price Emerging Markets -8.7% -38.2% -4.9%



PRIVACY OF CLIENT INFORMATION AT KOCHIS FITZ

In accordance with the requirements of SEC Regulation S-P, we are very pleased to provide you with the following
information about how we handle your confidential information.

You provide us with information that is inherently personal and private in nature, and we want you to know that we
take very seriously our duty to maintain the confidential nature of that information.  It is our policy only to disclose
information when you authorize us to do so. We take the utmost care in addressing administrative, technical,
and physical safeguards for the protection of your records and information.  For example:

We restrict access to nonpublic personal information to those employees that need to know that information
in order to provide services to you;

All documents and/or drafts of documents containing any client information that are not required to be
maintained are promptly stored in a sealed container and shredded;

Access to electronic data is protected with both external and internal computer network security measures;

On-site records storage is consistently monitored during business hours to preclude any third party access;
and

We maintain all other necessary physical, electronic, and procedural safeguards in compliance with federal
standards to guard your nonpublic personal information.

We collect nonpublic personal information about you from the following sources:

Information we receive from you in written agreements and on applications or other forms; 

Information we receive from you verbally in the regular course of providing services to you; and

Information about your transactions with us, our affiliates (Kochis Global Diversified Investors, LLP), or
others.

We may disclose nonpublic personal information about you to the following types of nonaffiliated third parties, but
only with your authorization:

Financial service providers, such as asset custodians, mortgage lenders, banking institutions, and insurance
agents;

Professional service providers, such as attorneys, accountants and real estate brokers; and

Others, as you specify from time to time.

We may disclose nonpublic personal information about you to our affiliates Kochis Global Diversified Investors, LLP
and its Managing Partner, KOGOTRA, Inc.

We may also disclose nonpublic personal information about you to nonaffiliated third parties, but only when doing
so is required by law .

If you have any questions regarding these policies and procedures, please contact your primary advisor; he or she
will address whatever concerns you may have in this area.

Michael H. Kossman
Chief Financial and Administrative Officer
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